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c h a p t e r  1

The New Moon of Tammuz

The New Moon of the month of Tammuz fell on 
Sunday, June 25th. It wasn’t a very favorable month 
on the Hebrew calendar. The only month consid-

ered worse was Av, and it was the one to follow. But 
that thought never occurred to Elisha Davidson. He was 
running home through the Old City streets of Jerusalem 
after the ‘accident’, and the only image in his mind was 
of how Professor Bezalel was staring so strangely at his 
face before it happened. His only hope at the time was 
that no one else had noticed. 

The day had started off with no hint of an impend-
ing disaster. It was just another regular day at the North 
Temple Mount Academy. The sun was shining more 
brightly than usual through the stained glass windows 
of the assembly hall, and after singing praises for the New 
Moon, Elisha and his classmates had dutifully filed into 
their sixth grade classroom and waited in their assigned 
seats for the tidal wave of energy that would signal the 
entrance of their teacher, Professor Daniel Bezalel. 

Any unfamiliar onlooker, however, would have been 
totally alarmed to see the Professor enter the classroom. 
The scholarly 38-year old was a shadow of a man, a tow-
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ering skeleton with raven black hair that fell limply over 
chiseled features that were as colorless as a lifeless statue. 
Oddly enough, his deathlike aura didn’t entirely disguise 
his magnificence. In fact, if his face had the slightest sign 
of good health, it would have been fought over by every 
aspiring artist as the model for their masterpiece. But, 
unfortunately, he had spent well over ten years giving 
off the appearance that he was in the very last stages of 
a terminal disease. 

The usual label of ‘teacher’ was also misleading, 
because Professor Bezalel was never satisfied for his class 
to simply ‘learn’ about his particular subject of Vayikra, 
or specifically, the Temple. He was so obsessed with it 
that he expected all of his students to see it, touch it, 
and breathe in its air, even though it had been in ruins 
for thousands of years. Outside the school’s doors, he 
was the Director of the Temple Antiquities Museum in 
Jerusalem, and outside of the country, it was Sir Daniel 
Bezalel, Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University 
of Cambridge. It was only in a very small and closed circle 
that Professor Bezalel was also cryptically known as a 
Mekubal, a ‘Master’ of the mystical and ancient teachings. 
But all those titles were meaningless in the North Temple 
Mount classrooms. Here he was simply a living legend. 

But on this Sunday, June 25th, everyone had clear 
proof that Professor Bezalel was a regular human be-
ing after all.  He was sweating profusely, which wasn’t 
unusual for him, as he held a furled parchment scroll 
raised high in one hand. With the other, he was pointing 
to the whiteboard which had a colorful diagram of the 
Choshen, the mysterious breastplate worn thousands of 
years ago by the High Priest that was used as an oracle 
in the Temple. It had twelve different large and sparkling 
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precious gems, arranged in four rows, each engraved with 
the name of a tribe of Israel in ancient Hebrew script. 
Elisha’s sixth grade class had studied the Chosen in such 
meticulous detail that most of the students could have 
drawn one in their sleep, except for one all-important 
detail. The Choshen only turned into an oracle when the 
mystifying Urim V’Tumim were placed inside of it. But 
since no one on the planet, including Professor Bezalel, 
had any idea what they were, they could at least rest 
assured that it wouldn’t turn up on their upcoming final 
exam either. 

Professor Bezalel was at the end of his Choshen 
review drill. 

“Perfect . . . Powerful . . . En-light-enment!” 
For effect, he banged the whiteboard three times. 

Then he singled out Josh Kohen in the last row on the 
right and asked, “Could this still possibly look like some 
kind of magical amulet to you?” 

Elisha couldn’t help thinking that it still did. 
Professor Bezalel didn’t wait for an answer. He 

breathed in a long deep breath which never seemed to 
come out and was in a wide-eyed fervor when he said, 
“Absurd! The real power is in the l·e·t·t·e·r·s  themselves! 
The mathematical, numerical, and atomic calculations 
derived from arranging these letters.” He lovingly traced 
the letters on the whiteboard. “Forget what you thought 
you knew about the Hebrew alphabet! These l·e·t·t·e·r·s 
are not just text,  they’re not just numbers, they’re NOT 
just a means of communication—they are symbols and 
each and every one possesses its own world of extraordi-
nary powers!” He paused meaningfully and then scanned 
every face in the classroom, “And when they are joined 
together in the right sequential formulas, they have the 
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potential power for much, much more than that . . . They 
can also form The Name.”  

An intense hush hovered over the classroom. Elisha 
sat quietly, anxiously absorbing every word, but he also 
knew that he’d have to be a well-trained Chamber Sev-
en graduate before he could ever really understand that 
awesome power. 

In the full weight of the suspenseful silence, Professor 
Bezalel slowly turned to face the right hand side of the 
class where he had seated all the students with priestly 
lineage, but then suddenly he made a whiplash movement 
in Elisha’s direction and then fixed his eyes on Elisha’s 
face in complete bewilderment. He gave a burning glare, 
a deep and long stare, scorching, steady and relentless, 
straight into Elisha’s eyes. And that’s when it happened. 

In front of the whole class, the towering professor 
had an awkward spasm and collapsed with one great 
shake and quiver onto the floor. The most unfortunate 
part was that his head collided with the corner of the 
desk with a thick thud, and it only took seconds for 
the shocked class to see that he was lying crumpled and 
motionless, and worse, there was actually blood spurting 
out of him, forming a pool of crimson red as it flooded 
onto the white marble floor. 

The screams of the panicked students quickly 
reached the alert ears of Principal Oholiov, who natu-
rally, was always in the habit of patrolling the hallways. 

Elisha couldn’t move or make a sound. He was trans-
fixed to his seat just staring in horror at the unconscious 
boney body on the floor that looked so much smaller 
now. In a sickly way it reminded him of how big spiders 
looked after you stepped on them. They were always so 
much tinier once they were crushed.  Hysteria ensued 
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all around him, and the school nurse was rushed to the 
scene. With growing nausea, Elisha continued to gaze at 
the ever-growing puddle of blood. It was going to reach 
his sneakers any second now . . . any second. It was Prin-
cipal Oholiov’s booming bass voice that jolted Elisha out 
of his frozen state. 

“You, yes you, Davidson!” he shouted with his usual 
tone of authority, “OUT. Now!” he ordered while point-
ing sharply to the door. 

Elisha was quick once he found his feet and thankful 
that the principal had saved him from watching the re-
al-life nightmare close-up. The principal continued calling 
out by name those lingerers who held a sickly fascination 
for the disaster. In seconds, they were all herded through 
the vaulted stone archway corridors of the school. 

Elisha heard the hyper conversation of his classmates 
buzzing all around him.

“My brother always said that he looks like a skeleton 
because he fasts all the time.” 

“I heard he actually is half-dead.” 
“Yeah, I heard that too and that’s how he knows the 

secrets of the Temple.”
Elisha was in a numb, detached state with his own 

thoughts. He knew they were being ridiculous, because his 
father had told him that Professor Bezalel suffered from a 
metabolic disease, whatever that was, but at that moment 
he wasn’t even sure if he knew how to speak anymore. 

When Elisha’s class entered the cavernous audito-
rium, Mrs. Moran, the school’s social worker, was al-
ready raising her voice over the screeching microphone 
feedback. For some reason, the Eternal Lamp was out 
of whack and flickering wildly over her head, casting a 
dizzying kaleidoscope of spots onto her face. 
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“Everyone sit down and calm down,” she repeated 
over and over in frustration. Meanwhile, she fumbled 
helplessly with the lighting panel as if that would do 
something, but, no one offered her any help. 

No one was listening to her either. She certainly 
wasn’t sitting down and definitely wasn’t calm. Her grat-
ing voice and strobe-like face rattled on, and threatened, 
“We’re not going to talk about this until everyone sits 
down and calms down!” 

Elisha groaned. Why in the world did she think 
that ‘talking’ about something they needed to block out 
forever was some kind of incentive to be quiet? He took 
a seat in the far back and that’s when his numbed mind 
started working furiously overtime. Couldn’t he have 
been the one to save him? How come he didn’t just jump 
up quickly from his desk in those split seconds and grab 
the falling giant? Why didn’t he realize something was 
wrong when Professor Bezalel gave him that weird stare? 
And he was seeing it over and over again in his mind, and 
each time he had been the hero and saved the thankful 
professor from that most dangerous of weapons, the 
desk corner.  

Principal Ezra Oholiov was studying every nuance and 
detail of the empty classroom. He was missing something 
vital and he was the only one that might ever be able to 
spot it before it was gone. He wasn’t a Chamber grad-
uate himself, so he had limited tools to figure out how 
the incomprehensible had happened to Professor Bezalel, 
but he certainly knew enough of the basics to be able to 
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detect any sort of foul play. At least, he hoped he did. He 
was sure that the kids weren’t involved. How could they 
have been? None of them had been initiated yet into the 
Chambers Program. 

He checked the walls, windows, floor, and ceiling for 
the tenth time. Nothing. He went through every book and 
piece of paper. Nothing. This particular classroom was 
also a new addition, and it had never even housed any of 
the school’s ancient manuscripts, scrolls or amulets. He 
erased the whiteboard with Professor Bezalel’s Choshen 
diagram. It was standard sixth grade curriculum fare 
and not relevant. He checked the seating arrangements, 
along with a diagram of the kids’ names which he had 
removed from his personal safe. There were three that had 
Professor Bezalel’s mark for special Chamber initiation. 
He saw that he was sitting in one of the marked seats. 
He checked again. It belonged to Elisha Davidson. That 
was definitely an absurd choice. He was the youngest 
student in the class, and despite better judgment, Ezra 
had succumbed to the father’s pressure to allow him to 
start school early. It was still a mistake in his opinion. 
The kid certainly didn’t show that he had inherited any of 
his father’s genius. He probably was closest to Professor 
Bezalel when it happened. Ezra made a mental note of 
the other two names that were marked. Now those were 
more interesting choices. 

As he got up, he reached for the furled scroll that 
was on the desk. He had remembered that it was covered 
in blood when he had come into the classroom. It had 
been on the floor right next to Professor Bezalel’s head. 
Someone had apparently cleaned it. It was still wet and 
smelled like floor cleaner. The carefully handwritten Ashu-
rite script was scoured away in places.  Ezra couldn’t even 
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fathom the IQ of the genius who had done it, and then 
he remembered what they were paying the new cleaning 
help. He put the scroll carefully under his arm, intent on 
giving it a proper burial as soon as he could. 

He left the classroom feeling entirely frustrated, but 
made sure to remove the scribed parchment that was 
affixed to the doorway. It was rolled up and hidden in a 
small hand-painted encasement that had the usual acro-
nym ‘Guardian of the Doors of Israel’. He would urgently 
have it checked to see if there was even the slightest sign 
of defect in the indelible ink inscriptions. He unrolled 
the miniature scroll. It was entirely blank. The 15 verses 
from Devarim were not even there! That was entirely 
impossible, but, he couldn’t spend any more time with 
his own investigation; he urgently needed to deal with 
the sixth graders and then get to the hospital. 

With a dull sense of disorientation, Elisha realized that 
Mrs. Moran had finally overcome the awesome task of 
quieting the room.  With the newly gained silence and her 
self-confidence restored, she was slightly calmer. 

“Now that’s so much better, isn’t it?” she sighed. 
“Okay, who would like to tell me exactly what hap-
pened?”  

Big mistake, thought Elisha, and as he expected, 
the generous volunteer was Avshalom, who ran up and 
unceremoniously grabbed the microphone right out of a 
flustered Mrs. Moran’s hands. He was the class tyrant, 
and at this moment, his prime concern was to hear his 
nasty voice amplified. 
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“Testing 1, 2, 3,” he repeated and shouted at close 
range right into the mike. 

The entire auditorium had to block their ears so they 
wouldn’t be deafened by his loud spitting noises combined 
with the shrieking feedback. Mrs. Moran tried pitifully to 
regain control of the microphone with some of her own 
shrieking, but it was useless. It took Principal Oholiov’s 
entrance through the back door to immediately restore 
order and instantly achieve pin drop silence. His voice 
boomed across the auditorium. 

“Do you have something to say, Avshalom?” 
Despite his repulsion, Elisha found himself paying 

very careful attention. He needed to know if Avshalom 
was going to mention anything about him.   

“I saw the whole thing,” he boasted in an arrogant 
tone (as if no one else did). “He was talking and talking 
and sweating, like he always does, and then he stared into 
thin air and flopped to the floor, and WHACK, his head 
smashed right into his own desk, just like this.” 

Avshalom acted out the movements with clown-like 
gusto and quickly performed three more re-enactments. 
He would have done it a fourth time if Principal Oholiov 
hadn’t held up his hand and firmly said, “Enough!” There 
was no doubt that Avshalom was savoring the whole 
disaster along with the limelight, and Elisha’s stomach 
churned in disgust.  On the other hand, he was so relieved 
to hear those same words, ‘stared into thin air’.  But, for 
some strange reason, it wasn’t enough that Avshalom 
hadn’t noticed, Elisha had, and now a strange thought 
gnawed at the back of his mind. He remembered staring 
weirdly at Professor Bezalel first. Elisha blocked out the 
memory, but his whole body still felt sickened by an 
inexplicable guilt. 
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After some convincing, Principal Oholiov decided 
to send the class home a whole hour early, since accord-
ing to Mrs. Moran they had all ‘undergone a trauma’, 
especially herself. 

Needing no microphone, Principal Oholiov raised 
his hands to quiet the room and then announced, “I’ve 
just been informed that Professor Bezalel is in the good 
hands of the talented doctors at Mount Scopus Hospital. 
Let’s all take a moment to say a prayer for his speedy 
recovery and then you may go.”

The prayer moment lasted five seconds before the 
stampede of students bounded out of the room. Elisha felt 
catapulted free. He darted out of the school with light-
ning speed and ran home through the narrow Jerusalem 
alleyways as if a madman was chasing him.

The windowless room was roughly circular. The ceiling 
was low.  Its stones were darker black than any dungeon’s. 
They were also cool and gave off the heady scent of water 
that ran deeply underground. It was the perfect place to 
picture infinity, to imagine the depth of the earth and be-
yond the earth, the height of the sky and beyond the sky, 
the height of the universe and beyond the universe. It was 
the perfect place to imagine infinite time—never-ending 
time in the past and never-ending time in the future. 

The point of infinity needed to be pictured clearly. It 
was endlessly large and infinitely small, and it didn’t have 
a shape, and it didn’t actually exist in space or time. But, 
the point was there. When you could envision the point 
of infinity, then you could at least begin. If you couldn’t, 
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then there was nothing more for you to do, because the 
Sephirot are infinite and because The Timeless Reality 
is Infinite.  

She could see the point right away. She understood.  
Everyone else couldn’t. In a way, she knew they were born 
blind. She opened her eyes and spoke light into the room. 
She wondered what she could do to the stone walls to 
make them match her new pink and purple pillow set. 
Should she cover them with fish? Maybe grass? It was 
things like these that she had a hard time figuring out. 

The stone pathways were already heated to oven tempera-
tures in the midday summer sun.  By the time Elisha had 
reached the shady olive tree courtyard of his home, there 
wasn’t a part on his body that wasn’t sticky with sweat, 
and he could see his chest pounding through his T-shirt. 
He inadvertently slammed the dark green wrought-iron 
front gate loud enough to attract the entire neighbor-
hood’s attention. But, he was greeted by nothing.  Where 
was his family? All the rooms in the house were empty. 
He wondered if they had already heard about Professor 
Bezalel, and maybe they had rushed out to the hospital 
or worse . . . a funeral. It took the sudden loud crashing 
sound from the back of the house for Elisha to remember 
. . . and in an instant!  

It was renovation day at the Davidson’s. The small 
bathroom in their typical apartment at 26 Gates Street 
was about to double in size, but renovating anything in 
the Old City was extremely tricky.  Most of the houses 
were new, but everything was built over ancient founda-
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tions dating back thousands of years, which meant that 
you never knew exactly what you’d find when you broke 
through the extremely thick Jerusalem stone walls. Most 
people didn’t want to find anything of archaeological 
importance because that, of course, would end up turn-
ing their homes into State museums. But as for 26 Gates 
Street, the municipality and architect had agreed that 
there was a little extra space with absolutely no historical 
value whatsoever behind the Davidson’s family bathroom. 

The realization that it was renovation day was a 
huge relief. It was so boring and comfortably normal that 
Elisha felt the terrible burden of the day lighten a little. 
He darted towards the scene of the small but overcrowded 
construction site until he ran full force into his mother’s 
outstretched seatbelt arm blocking the hallway. For the 
second time in one day, he was being ordered out. 

“Watch OUT. Out of the way!” Tamar Davidson’s 
voice rang with urgency. 

But Elisha was so desperate for attention, he could 
easily block out the busy scene in front of him. He yelled 
out, but halfway into his sentence, the wall that was slated 
to go came down with a huge crash and rumble. The noise 
and dust were overwhelming, and Elisha’s mother gasped 
and fanned the front of her face, all the while moving 
Elisha out of harm’s way. It only took a split second for 
the power tools to screech and buzz again. The loud 
racket made concentrating on anything else impossible. 
It was then that the throbbing in Elisha’s chest moved up 
into his head. He could see his father emerging from the 
new crevice looking utterly satisfied with the mess and 
destruction as if it was some fascinating Do-It-Yourself 
science project. His father didn’t even notice him. It was 
in a moment of utter frustration, that he felt his mother’s 
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strong hand leading him out of the chaos. 
In the safety of the clean and noiseless kitchen, Elisha 

was surprised that you could actually hear yourself speak. 
He practically choked on his own words from the speed 
of getting the Professor Bezalel story out of his mouth. 
His mother was quicker. In seconds, she had updated his 
father and had pulled him from the wreckage. 

Jessie Davidson seemed relatively unaware that he 
was coated from head to toe in white dust. He was more 
aggravated at the unexpected distraction. He wiped the 
dust off his glasses and started calling Principal Oholiov 
on his phone, while pacing restlessly within the small con-
fines of the kitchen. He was just about to open his mouth 
when everyone was physically jolted in their places. A 
split second later there was a deafening cracking sound, 
as if they had just been hit by a thunderous lightning bolt, 
and the windows were rattling violently. 

Elisha’s mother immediately said, “That was a huge 
sonic boom!” but she was looking right at her husband 
and asking it rather than stating it. 

It wasn’t unusual in the small Israeli air space to have 
F-15 and F-16 fighter planes breaking the sound barrier 
during their training maneuvers. People were used to it. 
The problem was that the sound of a terrorist bombing 
wasn’t too different. 

Elisha’s father was studying something on his phone 
and muttered, “I’m sure it was just a sonic boom,” and 
then he completed the call and reached for the radio, 
tuning it to a news station. 

Elisha carefully followed his father’s one-sided con-
versation with the principal, while hanging on to every 
expression and “I see.” 

“It’s the wildest thing,” said his father while hitting 
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‘end’ on the call. He frowned as he digested the distressing 
news. It was only his wife’s firm and impatient, “WELL?” 
that reminded him there were other people to share in-
formation with. 

“No, don’t worry.” He turned to Elisha and said 
loudly, “He’s alive,” as if Elisha had grossly exaggerated 
the situation. “In fact, he’s already regained conscious-
ness, but the problem seems to be that he has amnesia on 
top of whatever medical condition triggered the whole 
incident.” His face was puzzled and very troubled. 

Elisha thought that was a rather strong reaction for 
his usually unemotional father, but then he remembered 
that Professor Bezalel and his father were working on 
some kind of important book together. And books were 
always his father’s number one priority. 

As for Elisha, he felt like he was swallowing for the 
first time since it had happened. The black cloud that was 
lurking in his mind suddenly lifted. He hadn’t killed him. 
His father had said so. It was only this amnesia bit, which 
didn’t sound so bad, right? Elisha blurted out anxiously, 
“What kind of amnesia does he have?”

His father looked at him with frustrated impatience. 
“What kind? The kind where you lose your memory, 
Elisha. What do you mean what kind?” 

Another massive sonic boom rattled the house. They 
usually did come in twos. The radio station droned on in 
the background without any urgency in the newscaster’s 
voice. That meant that Professor Bezalel still held first 
place for disaster of the day. Elisha could tell that his 
father wanted to focus on the news, but asked anyway, 
“I mean does he have the kind that goes away right away 
or is it forever?” 

“I have no idea,” he snapped. 
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Elisha’s mother took over, throwing a hostile glare at 
his father, but her own voice sounded too sugar-coated to 
Elisha. “Oh, it’s nothing. Things like that almost always 
happen after a head injury.” She put her arm over Elisha’s 
shoulder and walked him to the kitchen table thinking 
out loud. “His poor family, though. He probably doesn’t 
recognize any of them right now. That’s so strange to 
think about.” She absent-mindedly opened the fridge and 
asked over her shoulder, “You want cereal for lunch?” 
Without waiting for him to say yes, she took out the milk 
and set down a box, bowl and spoon. 

Elisha absorbed her words. What if Professor Be-
zalel never recovered? That would mean there actually 
wouldn’t be a Professor Bezalel anymore as far as they 
knew him. Wasn’t that a kind of death if you thought 
about it too much? He could feel his eyes silently growing 
wide with alarm. His mother noticed and sent him to his 
room to “relax and unwind” until suppertime, while his 
parents went back to the currently much more urgent and 
important task of supervising the construction. 

As if reading his mind, his father added, “Now don’t 
you dare go telling Saba Gabriel about any of this. He 
doesn’t need to know.” 

The third sonic boom was so earsplitting that Elisha 
felt his insides had come out. His cereal had also plopped 
out of his bowl in every direction.

Jessie Davidson ran outside and searched the cloud-
less sky. He then saw one of the construction workers 
unloading a cart of cinder blocks. He yelled out, “Do 
these sonic booms interfere with your work?” 

The man looked blankly at him and then seemed 
pleased at the welcomed opportunity to stop working 
all together. He looked down at his hands, set down one 
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of the cinder blocks and sat on it. Jessie figured he was 
about to get a complicated explanation on the effects of 
sonic booms during construction, but instead the worker 
just asked, “What sonic booms?”

In seconds, Elisha’s father was back in the house and 
rushing toward the bathroom yelling, “It’s the workers! 
You can’t leave them for a second! WHAT in the world 
are they doing in there?” 

The answer was nothing. They were all having yet 
another coffee break. The workers exchanged knowing 
looks at Mr. Davidson’s stressed face. It was obviously this 
guy’s first taste of hands-on construction. Okay, so they 
had used too many power tools at once and it overloaded 
the circuitry, but geez, you’d think they had blown the 
whole house up. One of the workers sighed sorrowfully 
and shook his head. You could just tell that Davidson 
was the type that had his wife changing the light bulbs. 

Deported to his room, Elisha laid on his comfort-
able bed with an open book, but there was too much 
action going on. Elisha felt he was contracting one of his 
mother’s migraines, along with amnesia. He threw the 
book to the side and stared at the ceiling. He guessed it 
went without saying that there wouldn’t be a Chamber 
One summer camp this year. It was supposed to start in 
two and a half weeks, and he had been registered since 
birth. He had been looking forward to it since the first 
grade. Everyone knew that it was the most amazing thing 
you could ever do. Yet no one dared to talk about what 
went on, and that was a main part of the fascination. 
There were seven Chambers, and they were all held in the 
‘Foundation Vault’, a highly restricted area somewhere 
near the Temple’s Western Wall Tunnels and underneath 
the site of Solomon’s ancient Temple. Initiates could only 
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enter it accompanied by Professor Bezalel. Another un-
comfortable pang hit his chest with a flash of the haunting 
stare and collapse. How was he supposed to relax? Even 
with the door of his room shut tight, he could still feel 
the vibrations and hear the spine-shivering noises of the 
power tools. It was a major relief to finally hear it stop 
some two hours later, and Elisha took that as his cue to 
rejoin the living. 

There was a noisy mechanical humming in the sterile 
room where Rebecca’s husband lay limp in a drug-induced 
sleep. She was standing in the corner, trying to hide her 
sobbing face by pretending to study the ugly vinyl curtains 
that hung over the windows of the fluorescent-lit hospital 
room, but it didn’t do much to hide her shaking body. 

Principal Ezra Oholiov noticed it the minute he 
walked in, and he put his hand gently on her shoulder. 
He didn’t expect it would trigger her to turn around so 
wildly. Her pretty face was red and swollen from crying, 
but the anger in her eyes was vivid and aflame, and her 
hands were shaking in fury at her sides. 

“Don’t you look at me like you don’t know why this 
is happening,” she hissed through her gritted teeth. 

Ezra misread her anger and tried to offer her comfort 
with a hug. She immediately threw her brother’s hands 
off with such force that even he was shocked. 

“Rebecca, stop it!” he demanded as all his tenderness 
dissipated. His voice had a hard edge to it now. “You’re 
doing nothing at all to help the situation by acting like 
this.” 
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